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WORLD LEADERS IN RUSSIAN SPORTING AIRCRAFT & ENGINES 
In partnership with Aerometal Kft, Hungary 

 

FOR SALE 
The best Sukhoi 29 in the World 

 
We restored this aircraft to a condition that is genuinely better than factory new and almost 

certainly the highest specification of any Sukhoi. 
 

 
 
Total time from new 431 hours, and only 81 hours since this complete overhaul. Time on zero-timed engine 
and new propeller also 81 hours. The work was conducted by the European expert in these aircraft and 
done to the highest standard. All service bulletins incorporated including the most recent strengthened rear 
wing mounting brackets. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Engine is to the highest possible specification – PF 
supercharger; high compression Barrett pistons; electronic 
ignition and delivering 428 corrected horsepower. Propeller 
is the latest MTV-9 with 260 cm diameter and the – 29 
blades and large spinner. The performance is quite 
exceptional! 
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In addition to the normal factory extras of long-range fuel; 
smoke system, we also equipped it with every worthwhile 
item of optional equipment including lightweight electrical 
system; automotive plug conversion; cockpit water drain; 
new hooker harnesses; manifold oil drain; especially fire 
proofed oil and smoke tanks; strobes; oil sump electric 
drain kit; cockpit activated oil shut-off valve and clean kit; 
large oil cooler; oil pre-heater. 
 
In addition the aircraft includes wingtip-sights; full set of 
factory tools; full set of factory manuals; cockpit lock; tools 
for smoke tank; leather seats; air hose and ground air 
tank.  
 

                                   
 
Avionics include Garmin GTR 200 Com; GDL82 ADSB out; JPI fuel computer; Garmin GTX 327 
transponder; dual USB port. 
 

 
 
                                                           
Serial number 76 – 04; history from new totally known; the 
restoration fully documented; currently based in Phoenix, 
Arizona, with US registration N666SU. However we can arrange 
shipping anywhere in the world. 
 
All Sukhoi's are rare and valuable, but the specification of this 
aircraft and it's incredibly low time since total overhaul make it 
quite exceptional. 
 
 
Asking price: US $210,000 
 
 
 

 
 

 Engine following overhaul, before installation 


